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Introduction

This manual will explain system set-up including hardware and software requirements
and the codes in python and pyspark programming language for the implementation of
the research project: ’Distributed Intrusion Detection System for Computer Networks
using Hyper-tuned Gradient Boosting algorithm on Spark Framework.’
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System configuration

2.1

Hardware

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5500U CPU@2.4GHz GPU: NVIDIA GeForce RAM:16GB
Storage: 1 TB HDD; Operating system: Windows 10, 64-bit.

2.2

Software for centralized environment

• Centralized environment on linux virtual machine. With Ubuntu 64-bit OS, 2 CPU
processors and 11GB RAM.
• Anaconda Navigator (version 3) to launch jupyter notebook on internal explorer.
• Python(v3) programming language for data pre-processing, data mining modelling
and visualization, on jupter notebook.

2.3

Software for distributed environment

• Distributed environment set-up using Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark on a linux
virtual machine. With Ubuntu 64-bit OS, 2 CPU processors and 11GB RAM.
• Java jdk version 8 and SSH (secure shell) keys are installed on Ubuntu OS.
• Apache Hadoop version 2.9.2 is downloaded from apache website1 , installed and
configured. And the path is set between hadoop and java.
1

https://www.apache.org/dyn/closer.cgi/hadoop/common/hadoop-2.9.2/hadoop-2.9.2.tar.gz
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• Apache spark 2.4.3 is downloaded and installed2 .

2

https://spark.apache.org/releases/spark-release-2-4-3.html
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• Anaconda with python 2.7 on spark environment, to launch jupyter notebook on
internal explorer.

3

Project Development

The development of this project happens in several stages namely: data pre-processing,
feature engineering, modelling, evaluation and cross validation. The experiments are
conducted on both centralized and distributed environments to compare the time-taken to
train the models. In this research project, data pre-processing stage includes exploratory
data analysis and data transformations. Two steps of feature engineering is carried out
and they are: Feature reduction and feature selection. Feature reduction is based on
association rule mining technique where feature selection is based on variable importance
graph plotted using random forest. The dataset is split into train and test samples.
Data mining models are build using various algorithms like SVM, decision tree, random
forest, gradient boosting and an ensemble of all these four models. Parameters of all
algorithms are hyper tuned to estimate the best fit to achieve best accuracy. All the
models are trained with best-fit estimators using train dataset and validated on unknown
test instances. A confusion matrix is plotted for measuring the performance of each
model. Using the pre-defined function of python accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score
are calculated. Finally, all the models are cross validated to ensure there are no overfitting issues.
The above explained project development process is carried out similarly on distributed (apache hadoop and apache spark) environment as well and time-taken(in-minutes)
to train the models are compared with centralized environment without hadoop and spark
set-up.
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Code in Python

4.1

Libraries

In the above lines of codes, all the required libraries are imported and parameters for
visualization graph are set3 .

4.2

Data pre-processing

In the above lines of code, dataset is imported. Some Data exploration is performed,
followed by transformation of all categorical variables to numeric.
3

https://docs.python.org/3/library/
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4.3

Feature Reduction

In the above lines of codes, dataset is checked for high correlated independent variables
and a heat map is plotted for visualization. Highly correlated variables are then dropped.

4.4

Feature Selection

In the above lines of codes, a variable importance graph is plotted using random forest
algorithm. Based on the significance of variables in predicting class of unknown instances,
only top 10 significant variables are selected for training data mining models.
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4.5

Support Vector Machine

In the above lines of code, hyper parameters of SVC algorithm are tuned. ’rbf’ kernel
was selected since dataset was non-linear. SVC model is trained with train dataset
with number of iterations equal to all combinations of hyper parameters and best fit
parameters is selected using ’estimator’ function. It is then, validated using test dataset.
Performance of this model is calculated using confusion matrix. Metric such as precision,
recall, f1 score and accuracy are used for performance evaluation.

4.6

Decision Tree

In the above lines of code, hyper parameters of decision tree algorithm are tuned. Decision tree model is trained with train dataset with number of iterations equal to all
combinations of hyper parameters and best fit parameters is selected using ’estimator’
function. It is then, validated using test dataset. Performance of this model is calculated
using confusion matrix. Metric such as precision, recall, f1 score and accuracy are used
for performance evaluation. A 10-fold cross-validation of the accuracy of the model is
performed to ensure there is no over-fitting.
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4.7

Random Forest

In the above lines of code, hyper parameters of random forest algorithm are tuned.
Random forest model is trained with train dataset with number of iterations equal to all
combinations of hyper parameters and best fit parameters is selected using ’estimator’
function. It is then, validated using test dataset. Performance of this model is calculated
using confusion matrix. Metric such as precision, recall, f1 score and accuracy are used
for performance evaluation. A 10-fold cross-validation of the accuracy of the model is
performed to ensure there is no over-fitting.

4.8

Gradient Boosting
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Above lines of codes, plots Accuracy vs. learning-rate, Accuracy vs. max-depth and
Accuracy vs. min-samples-leaf graphs to determine the best values of hyper-parameters
for high accuracy.

In the above lines of code, best fit values which are obtained based on graphs plotted
are set for hyper-parameters. Random forest model is trained with train dataset with
number of iterations equal to all combinations of hyper parameters and best fit parameters
is selected using ’estimator’ function. It is then, validated using test dataset. Performance
of this model is calculated using confusion matrix. Metric such as precision, recall, f1
score and accuracy are used for performance evaluation. A 10-fold cross-validation of the
accuracy of the model is performed to ensure there is no over-fitting.

4.9

Hybrid
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Using the above lines of codes, an ensemble model of all four models is trained to enhance
the overall performance of data mining model. This model is then cross-validated with
10 folds.
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Code in Pyspark

Code written in pyspark for distributed environment (Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark)
is similar to code written python, except for minor changes.

In the above lines of codes, a connection to spark is established first. Then, all the
required libraries are loaded.

In the above lines of code, dataset is imported from HDFS. Columns names transformed by converted into lowercase, removing special characters and white spaces. All
11

the categorical variables in dataset are converted into numeric.
And the rest of the codes are similar to code written in python and are based on feature
engineering performed earlier. The main purpose of experiment is to measure the time
taken for training the models.
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